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The collaboration between In The Box and the Disney world continues with the new Capsule Collection for spring/summer 2024. 
Mickey Mouse’s adventures and Donald Duck’s daring exploits come back on sweatshirts, T-shirts and shirts, but also on socks and caps 
to mix freely with the garments of the main In The Box collection.

Reproduced with extreme precision thanks to detailed embroidery made with fragments of recycled fabrics in an upcycling perspective, 
jacquard workmanship and stone-washed prints, the characters of pop culture leave the strips of cult comics to become style icons.

In the "back to the 80's" version, the T-shirts have contrasting edges with a used effect and the prints are stone washed with vintage 
references, in the ones inspired by American college environments the sweatshirts, with hood or crew-neck, and the T-shirts display Mickey 
Mouse on the basketball court intent on a slam dunk or in baseball gear engaging in a perfect strikeout. 

The holiday theme full of open-air fun and adventure is interpreted by worker jackets and sweatshirts enhanced with patches recalling the 
stickers that travellers once applied to their suitcases, from T-shirts and sweatshirts inspired by Navajo graphics evoking exciting journeys 
into the wild landscape of Native Americans, to cool crewneck t-shirts with Donald Duck in the new version on the beach and Mickey Mouse 
in search of the perfect wave.  

Furthermore, there is Scrooge with his gold coins peeping out of the pocket of a T-shirt and Mickey Mouse embroidered on the pocket of a 
shirt in preppy style. As always, the Capsule Collection is completed by baseball caps, terry socks with embroidered Mickey Mouse and 
cotton socks with the image of Donald Duck and Mickey Mouse as well as Navajo graphics thanks to jacquard processing. For the beach, 
there is plenty of boxers with all-over Navajo prints or as a stylish detail, all to be combined with plain-colour T-shirts.

The garments encompass seasonal shades mixing tones of blue, light blue, ivory and military green with vibrant hints of lilac, terracotta 
orange and ocher.

Great care has also been given to the creation of the labelling and the design of the eco pack in recycled cardboard, on which a carefree 
Mickey Mouse peeps out.
The new capsule collection is available in selected stores and on e-commerce (www.intheboxshop.it).
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The endless beaches stretching from San Diego to the mood of Baja California attracting surfing enthusiasts in search of the perfect 
wave, the races on the sunny Pacific Highway aboard a fascinating vintage Porsche and the adventures on two wheels in the urban scene or 
along the roads tracing the Californian coast and also road trips in the iconic wild landscapes of New Mexico to discover the Navajo culture 
inspire Spring-Summer 2024 by In The Box, the creative brand made in Milan.

The main character of these adventures is Mr Box. Passionate about vintage and driven by a free spirit, the bear symbol of the brand mixes 
design and sustainable fashion with style. The mascot, embroidered and dressed with fragments of fabric highlighting upcycling values, 
promotes creative recovery as a key to bringing new enriching stylistic connotations and a green soul to the garments, concepts that have 
always played a leading role in the In The Box collections.

The T-shirts and sweatshirts in cotton, with hood or crew-neck, reveal Mr Box's multiple facets presenting himself in a seductive version 
leaning on the "Vespa” moped with a flower in his hand, walking with his adorable Labrador, in the eco-urban variant with his inseparable 
bicycle, around for new adventures with his vintage sports car or with the surfboard under his arm, ready to ride the waves in total freedom.
Mr. Box’s romantic mood is evident in the small finely embroidered details that suddenly appear to embellish the basic urban style of the 
garments in the collection. A bouquet of flowers peeps out from the breast pocket of a T-shirt and a palm tree discloses the love letter written 
by Mr Box during a holiday in Marrakech which is displayed on the back of the T-Shirt.  

The summer collection is completed by the boxer shorts for the beach with multicolour all-over stripes or flower print in perfect Californian 
style, to be worn with ease in leisure time and at the sea. There is plenty of bucket hats combining solid colour with Navajo or floral prints, 
baseball caps embroidered with the beloved bear also appearing on the iconic jacquard cotton socks and terry socks, moreover, the funny 
and colourful stripes socks.

Military green, ocher yellow, terracotta and lilac, together with all shades of blue, are the tones of the new season mixing with the 
passepartout products in ivory.

The collection is available in selected stores and on e-commerce (www.intheboxshop.it)
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